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QUESTION 1

Which three of the listed items are required when configuring a vSAN cluster? (Choose three.) 

A. Each host in the vSAN cluster has a VMkernel network adapter for vSAN traffic. 

B. All hosts contributing storage to the cluster have at least one cache and one capacity device. 

C. A valid license for vSAN is applied. 

D. RDMA over Converged Ethernet (RoCE) is enabled on the network switches that connect vSAN hosts. 

E. Storage controllers are configured as RAID-0 with 100% write cache. 

Correct Answer: CDE 

 

QUESTION 2

A 12-node vSAN cluster has been deployed across three server racks in a data center. 

1.

 There are four nodes in each server rack. 

2.

 A vSAN fault domain has been configured for each server rack for a total of three fault domains. 

3.

 All virtual machines in the cluster have the vSAN default storage policy assigned to them. 

4.

 This policy has not been modified. 

5.

 vSphere HA is enabled for the cluster. 

6.

 One of the server racks loses power. 

How does this affect virtual machines running on this cluster? 

A. Since there are four nodes in each server rack, erasure coding is used to rebuild data that was lost due to the server
rack power failure. vSphere HA monitors the rebuild process and powers on all affected virtual machines after the
rebuild process is complete. 

B. Virtual machine data in the failed server rack is rebuilt immediately using parity information. vSphere HA powers off
and restarts all of the virtual machines to rebalance storage utilization across the cluster. 
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C. All virtual machine data remains accessible. Virtual machines running on nodes in the failed server rack are restarted
on nodes in the other two server racks. Virtual machines in the other two server racks continue to run. 

D. Virtual machines running on nodes in the failed server rack remain offline for 60 minutes. Virtual machines in the
other two server racks continue to run and are marked "Degraded". 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

When implementing vSAN stretched clusters, bandwidth requirements between the preferred and secondary sites are
determined by which factors? 

A. Total number of read operations and block size 

B. Total number of components and block size 

C. Total number of write operations and block size 

D. Total number of read operations, total number of write operations and block size 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

Which two VM Storage Policy rules are supported with vSAN iSCSI Target LUNs? (Choose two.) 

A. Replication 

B. RAID-5/6 erasure coding - Capacity 

C. Deduplication and Compression 

D. Force Provisioning 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 5

Which three virtual machine file types are contained in a VM home namespace object in a vSAN cluster? (Choose
three.) 

A. .vmx 

B. .swap 

C. .log 

D. .memory 

E. .nvram 
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Correct Answer: ACE 

The virtual machine home directory where all virtual machine configuration files are stored, such as .vmx, log files,
vmdks, and snapshot delta description files. The VM Home Namespace is where we store all the virtual machine
configuration files, such as the .vmx, .log, digest files, memory snapshots, etc. 

The .nvram file: this is the file that stores the state of the virtual machine\\'s BIOS. This file is stored in the same
directory as the .vmx file. 

Reference: https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-
vSphere/6.5/com.vmware.vsphere.virtualsan.doc/GUID-1D8956A23F46-49C8-9231-38F3A9D09A0F.html 

 

QUESTION 6

An eight-node vSAN cluster has been deployed. vSAN fault domains are NOT configured. A virtual machine with a
100GB virtual disk (VMDK) is created on the cluster. The 100GB virtual disk is assigned a storage policy with the
following rules: 

1.

 Primary level of failures to tolerate = 1 

2.

 Failure tolerance method = RAID-1 (Mirroring) ?Performance 

Which statement is true about how vSAN places the component(s) that make up this object? 

A. Three mirrored data components are created and distributed across separate hosts. There is NO need for a witness
component. 

B. Three mirrored data components plus a witness component are created. The data components are distributed across
three hosts in the cluster. Witness components are placed on the hosts that contain data components to verify the data
components are online. 

C. One data component is created to minimize capacity consumption. Two witness components are placed on separate
hosts to avoid "split-brain" scenarios. 

D. Two mirrored data components plus a witness component are created. The components are distributed across three
nodes in the cluster. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

Which two are vSAN networking best practices? (Choose two.) 

A. Enable NIOC when not using dedicated network connections for vSAN networking traffic. 

B. Use two or more vSAN VMkernel ports on the same subnet to configure MPIO. 

C. Use 3 or more network connections for a vSAN VMkernel Port. 
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D. For hybrid configurations, use dedicated 1Gbps network connections or 10 Gbps shared network connections. 

Correct Answer: AD 

A: If you use a shared 10-GbE network adapter, place the vSAN traffic on a distributed switch and configure Network I/O
Control to guarantee bandwidth to vSAN. 

D: For hybrid configurations, dedicate at least 1-GbE physical network adapter. Place vSAN traffic on a dedicated or
shared 10-GbE physical adapter for best networking performance. 

References: https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-
vSphere/6.5/com.vmware.vsphere.virtualsan.doc/GUID-7BDE36E12F06-4699-8D83-3694A0E638B5.html 

 

QUESTION 8

How does vSAN respond when a vSAN drive is pulled from a server chassis or a host if a vSAN cluster fails without
warning? 

A. Components on the affected device(s) are marked as absent. vSAN will attempt to rebuild the components after the
VSAN.ClomRepairDelay timer, which is set to 60 minutes by default, expires. 

B. Components on the affected device(s) are marked as inaccessible. vSAN will attempt to rebuild the components the
next time a host enters maintenance mode. 

C. Components on the affected device(s) are marked as degraded. vSAN will attempt to rebuild the components the
next time a host enters maintenance mode. 

D. Components on the affected device(s) are marked as healthy. vSAN will attempt to rebuild the components after the
VSAN.ComponentRecovery timer, which is set to 60 minutes by default, expires. 

E. Components on the affected device(s) are marked as stale. vSAN will attempt to rebuild the components after the
VSAN.ComponentRecovery timer, which is set to 90 minutes by default, expires. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

Exhibit: 
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View the exhibit. 

The following are configuration details for a three-node all-flash vSAN cluster 

1. 

Each node is identical in number of drives and disk controllers 

2. 

Each node has 4 x 500 GB SSD Capacity Tier, 1 x 200 GB SSD cache tier 

What is the raw capacity of this cluster as configured? 

A. 6.6 TB 

B. 3 TB 

C. 6 TB 

D. 4 TB 

Correct Answer: C 

To determine the raw capacity of a Virtual SAN datastore, multiply the total number of disk groups in the cluster by the
size of the capacity devices in those disk groups, and subtract the overhead required by the Virtual SAN on-disk format. 

Reference: https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-vSphere/6.5/com.vmware.vsphere.virtualsan.doc/GUID581D2D5C-
A88F-4318-A8B3-5A5F343F1247.html 

 

QUESTION 10

An administrator is deploying vSAN 6.6. 

What must the administrator configure to set up vSAN networking? 

A. IGMP snooping on the switch 
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B. A class A network address 

C. A matching subnet mask on all vSAN VMkernel ports 

D. A vSAN VMkernel port on each host in the cluster 

Correct Answer: CD 

We validate that we have vmkernel adapters setup for vSAN traffic. The wizard will notify us if there are any issues
here. 

References: https://www.virtualizationhowto.com/2017/04/vmware-vsan-6-6-configuration-and-new-features/ 

 

QUESTION 11

The following are the configuration details for a 10-node all-flash vSAN cluster: 

1.

 All hosts contain one vSAN disk group. 

2.

 Each disk group has 400GB for the cache tier and 1600GB for the capacity tier. 
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A host in the cluster is placed into maintenance mode. The maintenance mode option selected is "Ensure data
accessibility from other hosts". 

How much is the vSAN datastore raw capacity reduced while the host is in maintenance mode? 

A. 1600GB 

B. 400GB 

C. 0GB 

D. 2000GB 

Correct Answer: A 

References: https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-
vSphere/6.5/com.vmware.vsphere.virtualsan.doc/GUID-73493C3C0DEC-419D-9E36-801B2839A5A5.html 

 

QUESTION 12

Consider the following vSAN host configuration: 

1.

 Each host contains one vSAN disk group 

2.

 All drives in the vSAN disk group are attached to the same storage controller 

3.

 All virtual machines are assigned the Virtual SAN Default Storage Policy, which has not been modified 

4.

 ESXi is installed on and running from a drive connected connected to a separate storage controller 

5.

 vSphere HA is enabled 

What happens when the storage controller with the vSAN drives attached fails? 

A. All components on the drives affected by the storage controller failure are marked "Offline". vSphere HA restarts all
virtual machines running on the host with the storage controller failure. 

B. vSphere HA restarts all virtual machines running on the host with the storage controller failure. vSAN components
affected by the storage controller failure are marked "Repairing" until the virtual machines are back online. 

C. All components on the capacity affected by the storage controller failure are marked "Stale". vSAN waits 60 minutes
before attempting to rebuild the affected components on other healthy hosts in the cluster. 

D. All components on the capacity affected by the storage controller failure are marked "Degraded". vSAN attempts to
rebuild all components affected by the failure on the other healthy hosts in the cluster. 
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Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 13

The following are configuration details for a three-node vSAN cluster: 

1.

 Each host has two disk groups and each disk group has 7x1.2TB 10K SAS drives. 

2.

 Each host has 16.8TB of raw capacity and the three-node cluster has 50.4TB of raw capacity. 

3.

 Deduplication and compression are not enabled. 

Based on the following FTT Values in the storage policy, what is the total usable capacity? 
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A. Option A 

B. Option B 

C. Option C 

D. Option D 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 14

What are three fundamental concepts of vSAN clusters? (Choose three.) 

A. Flash devices can be shared between disk groups. 
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B. A maximum of seven capacity disks per disk group is supported. 

C. A maximum of five disk groups per host is supported. 

D. Dual socket CPU for each host is required. 

E. Once cache drive per disk group is required. 

Correct Answer: BCE 

Reference: https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-
vSphere/6.5/com.vmware.vsphere.configmax.doc/GUID-53C2EEFE5BB2-422C-B493-8A896E279FC4.html 

 

QUESTION 15

A 16-node vSAN cluster has been deployed in a primary data center. All virtual machines are assigned a storage policy
containing the rule Primary level of failures to tolerate = 1. A storage controller in one of the nodes produces several
errors and eventually suffers a permanent failure. 

How does vSAN handle this issue? 

A. All components on the drives attached to the failed storage controller are marked "Stale". An administrator must log
into the vSphere Web Client and click the Repair Objects Immediately button to 

restore redundancy. 

B. All components on the drives attached to the failed storage controller are marked "Stale". vSAN starts rebuilding the
affected components on other healthy drives in the vSAN cluster after 60 minutes have elapsed. 

C. All components on the drives attached to the failed storage controller are marked "Absent". vSAN starts rebuilding
the affected components on other healthy drives in the vSAN cluster after the affected host is put into maintenance
node. 

D. All components on the drives attached to the failed storage controller are marked "Degraded". vSAN immediately
starts rebuilding the affected components on other healthy drives in the vSAN cluster. 

Correct Answer: D 
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